LOY ORGANIZATIONS
A – Zeta Beta Tau (m)
B – Zeta Tau Alpha (w)
C – Alpha Omicron Pi (w)
D – Delta Upsilon (m)
E – Phi Mu (w)
F – Alpha Chi Omega (w)
G – Sigma Sigma Sigma (w)
H – Alpha Xi Delta (w)
I – Sigma Chi (m)
J – Kappa Sigma (m)
K – Open housing (w)
L – Kappa Alpha Order (m)
M – Kappa Delta (w)
N – Sigma Phi Epsilon (m)
O – SLC Alumni house (w)
P – L.I.V.E. Theme house (w)
Q – Sigma Kappa (w)
R – Delta Delta Delta (w)
S – Lambda Chi Alpha (m)

m = Men’s organization
w = Women’s organization